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greased holster, and drawing in a slick fashion. Once the chapter is drawn, it has to
be on target or your confreres will get you and even now the young bucks will take
on the old hands. However, there is a clear distinction between the quick and the
dead.
This volume is in honor of Keith R. Porter (who has a chapter in it), and so the
image is correct because he is the Wyatt Earp of the field now called "cell biology."
The book has value, both for those in the field and for graduate students, and is no
more sentimental than my image, since the first chapter is devoted to his
achievements and the last chapter, which is a summary and prospective ofthe book's
title, leans on his contributions. The volume is well organized, and each chapter
represents bullseye or close; none are targets full of buckshot. Most of them are
oriented at the cell biological level and some tend toward the molecular level.
The first part deals with the organization of cell membranes and the compartmen-
talization of the cytoplasm and includes organelle assembly, regulation of mem-
brane organization, and membranes and ions in the mitotic apparatus. The second
part is concerned with the organization of fibrous components of the cytoplasm in-
cluding the centrosome as organizer of the cytoskeleton, intermediate filaments and
transcytoplasmic integration, and special organization created by actin filaments
and membranes. Part three treats the cytoskeletal action in cytoplasmic organiza-
tion, including the macrophage cortical organization, the cycle of contraction in
non-muscle cells, desmid morphogenesis, and the cytoplasmic matrix (Keith and
deputies). Part four turns to the organization of nuclear structure and the control of
gene action, considering gene organization and information expression, the C value
(the apparent excess of DNA) paradox, globin chromatin structure, and three-
dimensional networks between nucleus and cytoplasm. The final part concerns
global organization of cells and extracellular space, including the biogenesis of
epithelial cell polarity, ion currents and cell polarity, organization of the egg and
embryo, and interaction of the cell and extracellular matrix.
Thus, this volume is quite broad and presents not only the status quo in certain
areas but also covers a number of unanswered questions.
Therefore, Keith is quick, and importantly, his students, friends and colleagues
say so . . . quickly.
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As many areas of science become popularized in the media, one becomes jaded
with hearing about "extraordinarily exciting" results. However, when the leading
workers in the field are voicing these sentiments, it is necessary to reconsider.
Without question, the current phase of cancer research is exciting; with the recent
development ofnew tools in molecular biology, our understanding oftumor biology
has made a quantum leap.
With the discovery that viral oncogenes-the genes responsible for the transform-
ing ability of acute transforming viruses-are homologous to highly conserved se-
quences in the host genome [1], it became apparent that these cellular counterparts
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regulation of these genes, then, are thought to be the common mechanism in
tumorigenesis. Whereas physicians of antiquity saw cancer as a single disease which
manifested itself in various organs, in more recent times cancer had been thought of
as hundreds ofseparate diseases; with the current understanding ofoncogenes, there
is again the view of a strong common thread.
In September 1982, many of the leading scientists in tumor cell biology and
virology gathered at the Roswell Park Memorial Institute for a workshop whose
proceedings are contained in this volume. An excellent introduction by co-editor
Timothy E. O'Connor provides both a good background for those less familiar with
the field, and an excellent overview of the techniques and approaches discussed in
the symposium.
The first three sections deal with the structure and function of oncogenes in both
retroviruses and host cells. These are followed by three papers on protein products
of oncogenes. With the tremendous growth in information on oncogenes at the
nucleic acid level, discussion of the proteins for which these genes code is often
neglected; it is, after all, the protein product which is directly responsible for the
transformed phenotype.
The section following considers the alluring "clinical potential" of the subtitle.
These papers deal largely with differentiation antigens on tumor cells and their
association with specific oncogenes and with studies on the human T-cell leukemia
virus. The final section is a round-table discussion, with many of the participants
adding to the formal presentations. As is frequently the case, many interesting
points are brought up in this format.
One important note of caution mentioned by Dr. Henry Kaplan concerns the use
of the NIH/3T3 transfection assay (described by Weinberg [2]). These NIH/3T3
fibroblasts can be transfected with a variety of viral and host oncogenes, to yield
transformed foci. Much has been learned from these experiments, yet it must be
remembered that these fibroblasts are immortal, and are themselves far from nor-
mal. Thus, such experiments must be interpreted with this caveat in mind. A number
of other approaches to transfection assays are being developed (e.g., Blair et al., in
the present symposium), to try to circumvent this problem.
The participants in this workshop represent the leaders in tumor molecular
biology research(with a few notable absences). This volume provides an outstanding
synopsis ofwork in this field; brought to press quickly, it is still largely up-to-date in
a rapidly moving area. It is excellent reading for anyone in the field and serves to re-
mind one that the molecular biology of tumor cells is, in fact, extraordinarily ex-
citing.
1. Stehelin, et al: Nature 260:170, 1976
2. Parada et al: Nature 297:474, 1982
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Inborn Errors ofMetabolism in Humans presents a series of papers drawn from a
symposium held in late 1980. The papers are divided into four discrete sections
which consider pathogenic mechanisms of inborn errors, aspects of treatment,